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A B S T R A C T

Current BIM models impose restrictions on the geometry of building members in their analytical models, where
components are fitted to wireframe representations. This unnecessary reduction in geometrical representation
drives the loss of structural details and may lead to defective structural analysis. The present paper addresses the
current shortcomings in the semantics of analytical models within BIM environments and recommends en-
hancements. An explanation is given of a BIM-centered structural analysis system based on coupling finite
elements for vertical and horizontal elements, and boundary elements for slabs and foundations. The hybrid
analysis system requires a more geometrically accurate BIM structural model, one which could eliminate the
dimensional reduction of the physical structural model and can be used as an accurate pre-processor. To de-
monstrate the need and provide an intermediate solution, an add-in software is developed and integrated within
a BIM platform (Revit). The developed generic add-in modifies the current analytical model from the BIM-
authoring tool, to overcome the highlighted restrictions and satisfy the hybrid BEM-FEM system. The add-in
software is verified with practical problems to justify the need for enhancements to BIM analytical models.

1. Introduction

In recent years, the building information modeling (BIM) has seen
rapid development and implementation, from standardizing the in-
formation model [1,2], to the governments mandating the usage of BIM
systems in public projects such as in the UK [3]. The development of
BIM for the architecture, engineering and construction (AEC) industry
has facilitated accurate modeling of structures, upgrading 2D drawings
to 3D models, and significantly shortening the building design life cycle
for the building, particularly in the phases of drawing, modeling, ana-
lyzing, designing and detailing. BIM models richly describe buildings
through classes of objects that contain their 3D geometry and other
characteristics [4]. Computer-integrated construction using object-
based modeling of buildings has improved both the construction quality
and collaborations between different engineering disciplines [5]. In-
tegration approaches between a BIM platform and a structural analysis
program has been made possible through integrations, e.g. Autodesk
Robot – Revit [6], and other commercial programs connected to Revit
via the application programming interface (API) links [7].

Most of current structural analysis programs are based on the finite
element method (FEM) [7]. This is the primary reason why Analytical
Model Views (AMV) of the structure (also termed as Structural Analysis
View), such as in Revit, are made to best suit the current trend in

structural analysis software i.e. wireframe/centerline representations.
The emphasis on centerline representation causes the loss of some vital
geometrical data and may lead to inaccurate structural analysis results.
Vertical and beam elements are categorized as linear elements, whereas
slabs and rafts are categorized as planar elements. A designer using
building information models usually tunes the analytical model to best
present the most accurate representation of the structure, rather than
start a geometrically accurate model from scratch. This is because FEM-
based software programs require the fine tuning in terms of numerical
analysis to produce acceptable, yet not entirely geometrically accurate
results.

Recently, Ramaji and Memari [8] presented a method for inter-
pretation of structural models from the BIM models to facilitate im-
plementation of structural analysis using FEM commercial software.
The additional tool they developed automated the transformation,
modification, and addition operations, during information exchanges
process, from an industrial BIM authoring tool. However, the reduced
dimensionality of structural elements in FEM software causes confusion
on where particularly reinforced concrete elements are in contact with
each other especially at connections. Other successful enhancement
attempts are presented by Belsky et al. [9], where they proposed
composing an additional Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) exchange
file that included more semantically useful concepts inferred from the
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building information model. The prototype software they produced was
tested on precast concrete building models to demonstrate the semantic
enrichment, which improved the slab's connection concepts with other
elements. Sacks et al. [10] also developed their semantic enrichment
tool in SeeBIM, to be able to interpret geometrically complex structures
such as real-world concrete girder highway bridges. Despite the pre-
vious attempts, current BIM enrichments contain insufficient semantic
definition to allow for hybrid boundary element-finite element nu-
merical modeling of the whole building structure.

The boundary elements method (BEM) is a numerical method that
does not heavily rely on wireframe presentation of structural elements.
The method is standardized for the analysis and design of tall reinforced
concrete buildings, as developed by Mobasher et al. [11] and Mohareb
et al. [12]. The work showcased the possibility for an accurate re-
presentation of structural elements and further development of the IFC
standard to fit the modeling for high-rise buildings and compatibility
with BIM software. In [11] the authors discussed the effect on the de-
sign of structural floors and its components using BEM with different
design codes, and explained the different approaches and outputs
achieved from such an analysis system.

In this work, a coupled finite element method and boundary ele-
ment method (hybrid BEM-FEM) system is used [12]. This system uses
the BEM for modeling the slab, to give a more realistic modeling and
behavior of the slab and its connection to other members [11]. When
coupled with FEM for modeling vertical elements and beams, this
system gains both the benefits of using FEM with vertical or linear
elements and BEM with slabs and rafts. The BEM allows for interfacing
the structure with other supporting systems to solve raft foundations
[13], with modeling of supporting soil and soil layers with non-linear
behavior [14], and piled-raft foundations including pile-pile

Fig. 1. Shift between the beam location and the inaccurate centerline re-
presentation in the analytical model.

Fig. 2. Intersection between vertical, inclined columns and a slab element.
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interactions [15].
A generic add-in software is developed by the authors and in-

tegrated successfully within a BIM authoring tool, to test its possibility.
This novel software is developed with the API available for Revit [16],
as data extracted from the BIM-authoring tool is enhanced. The soft-
ware works as a portal for information exchange between the hybrid
BEM-FEM system (i.e. Tall Building Package) [11] and Revit for geo-
metrical and structural data i.e. (materials properties, elements

connectivity and loading data).
During the process of developing the generic software, problems

were faced since the current AMV lacks enough information for the
hybrid BEM-FEM system. New algorithms and methods needed to be
developed to compensate for the shortcomings that are plainly ex-
plained. Improvement on the current AMV-norm is necessary, for ac-
curate and valid realistic representation of reinforced concrete build-
ings.

Fig. 3. Actual structural members in: a) coordination view and b) their equivalent AMV elements.
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In the subsequent section, the deficiencies in the current analytical
model view are presented for various structural element geometries and
their influence on the analysis and behavior of structural members and
whole structure. The deficiencies are in the following members/con-
nections:

1. Beam-column connections.
2. Inclined column contact with slab.
3. Pile and corresponding supporting soil.
4. Cores and wall assemblies' cross-sections.

In the third section the hybrid analysis model is introduced, de-
scribing the combination of the two numerical methods for the analysis
of the structural slab and vertical supporting elements respectively.
Section four presents the generic software developed temporarily to
incorporate elements with more accurate geometry from the BIM-au-
thoring tool. The last section presents various tests and practical ex-
amples to illustrate the usefulness of the AMV models to coincide with
the hybrid BEM-FEM system.

2. Deficiencies in analytical model

Recent BIM software cannot interpret specific geometric structural
essentials and other structural semantics of models that are essential to
represent the model realistically. The structural components mentioned
here are currently deficient in all popular BIM software, to the authors'
best knowledge. The coming subsections demonstrate each deficiency
separately and describes its imprecise effect on actual physical and
analytical forms of the structural members. The deficiencies mentioned
are tackled in Section 4.

Fig. 4. Improvement on the semantics of cores in the analytical model.

Fig. 5. Diagram for the BEM/FEM system.
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Fig. 6. Sequence of operation.

Fig. 7. Hybrid BEM/FEM system command user interface.

Fig. 8. Substructure analysis user interface.
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Fig. 10. The API work-flow.

Fig. 9. Whole building including soil-structure interaction user interface.
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2.1. Beam-column connections

A connection inadequacy occurs in the case that the centerline of a
beam does not align with the center of a vertical member, e.g. a
column. This most commonly occurs when the column shape is not
regular or circular shaped. The AMV tends to forcefully shift the cen-
terline of the beam to achieve connectivity with the centerline of the
column inaccurately defining the connectivity altogether, such as with
the circular column of Fig. 1. This causes the AMV to misrepresent the
eccentric beam–column connection.

2.2. Inclined columns

When a column is inclined, the interface/contact between the
column and slab changes according to the angle of the column's in-
clination from the vertical axis. This change causes the interface shape
between the column and slab to be skewed. In the current AMV the
connection area of such columns is not taken into effect, which results

in an inaccuracy in the analysis of the slab. Fig. 2 shows the preferred
slab to column interface between vertical and inclined elements.

2.3. Piles and supporting soil

The current AMVs do not have a ready definition for piles, therefore
piles are drawn as columns under the supporting raft or pile cap. This
leads to the ambiguity of pile surrounding soil-support data. The
modeling of supporting soil in Revit as a structural element is not
available. Missing soil and soil layers data from the AMV prevents in-
formation exchange on soil layering and properties, and ultimately no
soil-structure interaction (SSI) operation is represented through BIM for
the structure.

2.4. Cores

In the current AMV, walls and cores are modeled as area elements
and their connectivity with the slab are represented as a single line in
the plan direction. Fig. 3 displays the shape of cores as a geometrical
object and as represented in the AMV. Whereas Revit correctly draws
the intersection area between a slab element and supporting walls or
cores in coordination view. This intersection data is not transferred to
the analytical model for walls, leaving the definition for cores to the
single point connection between its walls' starting and ending lines,
Fig. 4. Although the wall elements in the AMV contain thickness values,
the area shape of intersection between walls is not available.

3. The hybrid structural analysis model

This section briefly introduces the hybrid BEM-FEM analysis system
and the model information required from the BIM authoring tool. The
analysis tool is based on the newly developed practice of analyzing the

Fig. 11. Enhanced AMV approach.

Fig. 12. Level class storage hierarchy.

Fig. 13. Wall assembly extraction.
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structure as an assembly of two parts, the slab's stiffness using BEM and
the vertical elements' stiffness using FEM. Fig. 5 describes the dis-
tribution of roles for both analysis numerical methods.

Structural and geometrical data obtained from the BIM tool are
divided in two data clusters. The first data cluster is data related to the
BEM, which are the slab's boundaries and openings, thickness varia-
tions, material properties, and loading data. Supports are represented
with their areas inside the slab. The supporting region is translated to a
node in the FEM scheme connecting the slab object analyzed with the
BEM to vertical elements, to transfer the stiffness of the slab to the rest
of the FEM system. The second data cluster is the data related to the
FEM, vertical elements i.e. columns, walls, and cores defined with their
starting and ending nodes between different floors. The stiffness matrix
to be formulated for the whole structure is performed through the as-
sembly of all the linear and planar elements' stiffness and analyzed

under vertical and lateral loads.

3.1. Hybrid BEM/FEM system command

The API available through Revit is extended to operate as platform
to send and receive operational data with the current BEM/FEM system
through a developed graphical user interfaces, Fig. 6 displays the se-
quence of operation done by the user interface in the proposed analysis.
The design of the developed interface is displayed in Fig. 7. The user
interface (UI) is designed such that it would not allow command to be
pressed until previous command is executed and logged. Other UI forms
are designed in the case of sub-structure analysis only i.e. raft or piled
raft including soil structure interaction, and in the case of creating
analysis for the whole building including super and sub structure ele-
ments. Shown in Figs. 8 and 9.

Fig. 14. Beam in AMV and hybrid BEM-FEM.
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Fig. 15. (a) Column joint with slab in AMV, (b) intersection plan the hybrid BEM-FEM system.

Fig. 16. Autodesk Revit structural model.
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4. Fitting the current AMV to a temporary solution

The authors developed a new tool with C#, incorporated in it the
application programming interface for Revit (Revit API) to test the
proposed BIM-centered system, and to work as a guide for the proposed
analytical model when problems in integrating the new AMV arise. The
concept design for the application was laid out in three major steps. The
first is the extraction of data from an existing BIM application. The
second is to process the data extracted from BIM to be presented to the
analysis scheme in the correct format that the hybrid system requires.
This means constructing various subroutines to alter the format of data
extracted into more meaningful geometric and material data. The third
step is to automate the commands for initializing and running the
structural analysis solver without the need for another independent
process. Result display commands/tools are also integrated in this step.
Fig. 10 displays the work flow of the API add-in.

Several obstacles were faced during the development of the generic
software which initiates the possibility of a new analytical model from
BIM software. Some of the requirements for the new analytical model
view are related to the misrepresentation of the geometrical form of the
building as discussed before.

Additional requirements rise from the fact that the current AMV is
by nature fit to be transferred to purely FEM based software. These
requirements are related mainly to the interface between slab objects
and the supporting elements. Other requirements rise form the sup-
porting soil and soil layers lacking enough semantic definition in BIM
software. This does not allow designers to solve the building and its
supporting soil layer as a whole unit. Fig. 11 shows the presented

Fig. 17. Columns drawing, cores and beams drawing.

Fig. 18. Modeling the whole building (side view).
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requirements.
A beam-column connection that is not nodal-nodal connectivity

between the beam center-line and the column center-line would pro-
duce a more realistic behavior. The analytical model that would pro-
vide a supporting area region at the top of a supporting element
matching the supporting element's interfacing cross-section could solve
this issue.

Piles in the proposed AMV need a definition for their lateral support
and their interaction with surrounding soil and soil layers. Supporting
soil semantic definition and the soil profile/layers would allow for
better soil structure interaction modeling.

In the case of column intersecting with beams, and since the ex-
traction of column support region is based on the interface between the
column and the slab, the presence of beams changes the interface shape
resulting in inaccurate interface corner points. The problem is solved by
graphically trimming columns under the level of beams. The assembled
walls semantic definition is missing, making the extraction of cores
based solely on shared joints. A new semantic definition for connected
walls, including the shape of the interface between connected walls and
their supported slab, could solve this issue.

Fig. 19. Revit load cases.

Fig. 20. Loads in different load cases.

Fig. 21. Hybrid Analysis System-Revit Link.
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Fig. 22. Analysis tools integrated.

Fig. 23. Tall Building Wizard.
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4.1. Data extraction/filtration

The first process is the data extraction scheme, the API add-in col-
lects the building data, then applies filters over the data base to extract
the required information from the model. Level objects are first to be
extracted as they present the definition for association; looping through
filtered elements is then based on the assigned levels in the system i.e.
the level objects define attached elements to a certain height. Each level
is deemed a cluster of data. A slab and its supports i.e. columns, walls
and cores, with any other structural attachment i.e. beams, and loads
are collected based on the level object and stored in a class object in a
type-based arrays in that class. The hierarchy in Fig. 12 displays the
order of storage for each level class object.

4.2. Extracted data process

Walls are extracted for Revit in an individual manner. In order to be
able to solve the cross section of interconnected walls for warping ef-
fect, an assembly should be formed using available data. This assembly
is manly constructed to best fit the wrapping solution scheme presented
by Mohareb et al. [12]. Fig. 13 displays the sequence of operation done
to generate a wall assembly required for the analysis. After the core is
clustered in a single object, an intersection operation is performed to
generate shared corner points.

Diaphragm loads, i.e. loads acting laterally on the slab objects are
extracted and transposed to the origin at the elevation of the slab, point
loads and point loads hosted by vertical elements acting in plane are
condensed, and loads acing out of plane are transferred to the slab
object.

Substructure elements i.e. supporting soil layers, rafts and deep
foundations with piles, are extracted in a different manner than super
structural elements. Rafts are identified by the level at which they are
drawn in, if a slab object is drawn at level +0.0, it is a foundation. Any
connected vertical element to this raft, when the top-level definition for
the element is marked to be level +0.0, this element is treated as a pile.
Supporting soil layer have no semantic definition in most commercial
BIM software. In a later section, a conforming interface for the analysis
method for piled-rafts on soil developed by Shehata et al. [15] is in-
tegrated. An adjustment is developed to contain required data for
analysis of a whole building including super and sub structure com-
ponents. The new soil family is based on the mass family, where the
developers added mechanical properties to be extracted from the family
during the extraction process.

4.3. Benefits of the suggested semantic needs

Benefits from utilizing the previous system include the elimination
of previously mentioned problems with the AMV, since dimension

Fig. 24. Create BEFILES (boundary element files).
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reduction is not required for the elements directly in contact with the
slab. Beams in the BEM are represented with a series of support areas,
throughout its length. Beams could be laid out anywhere on the slab
domain, including inside the columns support area. Hence, wireframe
connectivity is not necessary. The Figs. 14 and 15 shows the compar-
ison between beam plans in the AMV and the view in the (BEM/FEM)

scheme. Here, the BEM is more realistic in terms of beam alignment,
since nodal connectivity is not a must.

Another benefit is the column contact area with the slab. The cur-
rent analytical model could not consider the contact area between the
columns and their supported slab. Fig. 15 shows how the inclined
columns could have a different contact area, since BEM is reliant on

Fig. 25. Boundary element model for each floor level.
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Fig. 26. Buttons to run the Hybrid BEM-FEM analysis system.

Fig. 27. Form for warping analysis.
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surface areas in terms of structural supports. The shape of an internal
support area plays a major role in the precise analysis of plates, through
the rigid improvement of stiffness at such connections.

5. Testing the implementation

The generic software was used to produce two test examples of the
new modeling capabilities proposed in BIM software with Revit. The
test examples comprise of a super-structure model and a sub-structure
model with its underlying soil. Geometrical accuracy and model en-
richment are the measures of each example. Analysis and design of
overall building could be categorized into two main types: first is
analysis of overall building on fixed base (i.e. without foundation), and
second is analysis of overall building including foundation (raft, piles,
and soil layers).

5.1. Practical example 1: superstructure model (fixed-base method)

The first example consists of a three-floor reinforced concrete
building on a fixed-base (Fig. 16). Each floor consists of four-square
columns, two circular columns, two cores (warping walls), and two

beams. A ready user template is designed for new users to follow. The
material used from material library is Concrete, Cast in Situ.

Columns could be drawn as either circular or square as demon-
strated in Fig. 17, whereas cores could be drawn end to end to represent
the three walls. To take warping of cores into effect, a warping stiffness
algorithm is added. Beams could be drawn freely throughout the slab
region without being joined to neither node nor supports. Three floors
could be replicated, as demonstrated in Fig. 18. Any type of lateral or
gravitational loads may be applied, including seismic, dead, live, and
flooring load cases, as demonstrated in Figs. 19 and 20.

After modeling the three-floor building in Autodesk Revit, the de-
veloped generic software plugins can be used, from the shown ribbon in
Revit Fig. 21, through the “Hybrid Analysis System-Revit Link”. The
plugin tools are “Analysis and Design Tool” and “Tall Building Wizard”
as shown in Fig. 21 and Fig. 22.

Exporting text files of the structure is the primary step to converting
the current BIM semantics to useful hybrid BEM-FEM data, as shown in
Fig. 23. Subsequently, a boundary element model is created for each
floor through creating boundary element files as shown in Fig. 24. Each
floor's BEM model is created as shown in Fig. 25.

Hybrid BEM-FEM analysis is now executed as in Fig. 26. In case of

Fig. 28. Display output for a specific floor.
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Fig. 29. Post-processing results of the model: a) Strip Straining actions, b) Overall contour, c) Column and Core internal forces, d) Beam bending moment, and e)
Rectangular contour.
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existing cores or shear walls in the building model, the wall control
would open to allow for the definitions of the corner nodes for every
core or shear wall, as shown in Fig. 27. This tool is used to calculate the
warping stiffness of all cores.

Post-processing is performed by choosing the Floor ID to display the
straining actions on selected floors as shown in Figs. 28 and 29, and 3D
representation of the structure and structural elements as shown in
Figs. 30, 31 and 32.

5.2. Practical example 2: piled-raft foundation with multilayered soil

The example presented here is a reinforced concrete building, where
the focus is on the piled-raft foundation model. The raft is at zero level
as shown in Fig. 33. The soil layers are drawn as new created family of
cylindrical soil masses as shown in Fig. 34, then the user could define
the modulus of elasticity of the soil layer in data (Y) cell in addition to
Poisson's ratio of the soil layer in the “P ratio” cell as shown in Fig. 35.

Fig. 30. Columns straining actions in: a) plat view and b) 3D.

Fig. 31. Columns 3D analytical presentation in: a) wireframe and b) actual geometry.

Fig. 32. Deformed shape of the building due to lateral forces.
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Fig. 33. Raft is drawn at zero elevation level in Revit.

Fig. 34. Soil layers are drawn as cylindrical mass in Revit.
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Piles are drawn as circular columns with their lengths and diameters
prescribed in the BIM family. Information on the soil layers that the pile
is embedded is also extracted at different lengths.

Modeling the whole structure's substructure elements in Autodesk
Revit is done through running the “Whole Building” tool. The form's
location is as shown in Fig. 36.

Text files, similar to the previous example, are exported and the
BEM model for the raft is created. The raft's vertical elements (coupling
elements) are shown in Fig. 37. Hybrid BEM-FEM analysis for whole
building could be executed.

The Soil-Structure Interaction (SSI) button as shown in Fig. 38 in-
itiates the elastic half space analysis in Fig. 39. Options for pile-pile
interaction analysis are in Fig. 40.

The couple analysis button is to couple the effects of the node's
displacements in the substructure interface level to the superstructure
as shown in Fig. 41. After coupling is processed and subsequently the
superstructure is solved with the defined loads and foundation settle-
ment, the whole building analysis now is complete.

The results could be displayed in exact same manner as “Tall
Building” tool, except that the visualization of the overall system will
show the raft and piles as shown in Fig. 42. The raft is also a plate, and
thus its post-processing is identical to structural floors.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, the need for enhancement of the current AMV used in
BIM is presented, for the numerical analysis method of structures using
hybrid BEM-FEM. The deficiencies were addressed for all structural
members. The new suggestions allow AMVs in BIM environments to
coincide with the actual geometry of vertical and planar elements. Also,
a new BIM family is added to identify the underlying soil layers and its
properties. The developed generic add-in software provided a more
accurate BIM-centered information transfer to the hybrid BEM-FEM
system for three modes of analysis: 1) fixed-base superstructure ana-
lysis, 2) combined superstructure and substructure analysis, and 3)
piled-raft foundation analysis on multi-layered soil. The generic soft-
ware was tested with Revit and the hybrid BEM-FEM analysis system to
solve two reinforced concrete practical examples to show the validity of
the results. Despite the temporary modifications to the extracted se-
mantics of structural members and the supporting soil layers, there is a

Fig. 35. Inserting soil layers modulus of elasticity and poison's ratio in Revit.

Fig. 36. Whole building form.

Fig. 37. Raft boundary elements model with coupling vertical elements.
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Fig. 38. Running soil-structure interaction from whole building wizard.

Fig. 39. Elastic half space form, soil layers appear as soil input file generated automatically.
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Fig. 40. Pile-Pile interaction form (Interactions input file generated automatically).

Fig. 41. Analysis of whole building is finished.
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need for the standardization of the mentioned enhancements amongst
BIM-authoring tools in the future to suit all kinds of structural analysis.
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